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Introduction

Use of the guide

This document gives specific aids for understanding and implementing 
the eduQua quality requirements as well as explanations of the certi-
fication procedure. In it you will find explanations from a practical 
perspective.

The guide should help you have a better understanding of the eduQua 
principles, criteria and requirements as well as the required support-
ing documents and set up and design a practical system for quality 
assurance and quality development. The indications are formulated as 
guidelines and are intended to give you the necessary leeway to develop 
your own appropriate quality management system for your continuing 
education and training (CET) institution.

Individual explanations of the certification procedure are intended to 
help you prepare for certification.

The appendix contains essential templates and instruments for imple-
menting the eduQua requirements.

All of the elements in the guide are also available in electronic form 
and can be found on the eduQua website. The indications, examples 
and templates can be supplemented and further developed based on 
practical experience.

Structure of the guide for each criterion 
 
For the individual criteria, the indications are structured according 
to the following characteristics:

Designation of criterion
 – Title of criterion
 – Objective and success factor

This information is taken from the quality standard document. In the 
titles you will find reference to the comparable standards of the preced-
ing standard eduQua:2012. 

Information to help understand the criterion 
 – Content connections, incorporation in the standard
 – References to other criteria, differentiations

Here you will find content-related explanations of the meaning and 
framework of the corresponding criterion. References and differentia-
tions to other criteria are made clear. 
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Indicators 
How can the implementation of the requirements be recog-
nised?

Either with precise information or in qualitative form, indicators show 
how the implementation of the requirements can be recognised and 
checked. They can help gain a better understanding of the form of the 
criterion and the requirements and can help define specific starting 
points for implementation in practice.

In the guide, specific indicators are proposed for each criterion and 
are assigned to the following three categories. This allocation to the 
categories is not always definitive, however, and other assignments 
may also make sense.

 – Practical implementation:

How and by which performed actions can the specific design and im-
plementation of the requirement be recognised?

 – Institutional and cultural integration:

How is the implementation of the requirements established in institu-
tional and cultural terms?

 – Effect:

How can it be seen that the quality measures have led to an improve-
ment in specific areas?

The given indicators must not be understood as specifications for the 
CET institutions. Providers can select those indicators that are appro-
priate for their specific situation and can also formulate their own 
indicators. They make this selection transparent in the self-evaluation.

Supporting documents and indications for the documentation
 – Required supporting documents (minimum requirement):

Explanations and examples
 – Other possible documents: Explanations and examples

Here, the required supporting documents and the other possible docu-
ments are explained in more detail and, as far as possible, are provided 
with practical examples.

Explanations on the assessment of compliance with  
requirements
If necessary, the minimum requirements are specified.
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Guide to the criteria of the quality standard

 

 PR INCIPLE  A: LE ADERSHIP 

Leadership that ensures client-oriented, economical, efficient and ef-
fective services as well as the long-term existence of the CET institution
 

 
  
 CR ITER ION A 1 :
 CONTEXT AND OBJECT IVES  OF THE CET INST ITUT ION 

(new criterion compared to eduQua:2012)

Success factor
Take the context and stakeholders into consideration

Objectives of the requirements
The management of the CET institution integrates the environmen-
tal factors that are significant for the institution’s orientation into its 
leadership. It thinks things through carefully when communicating 
with all stakeholders.

 
Information to help understand and incorporate the criterion

Criterion A1 focuses on the orientation of the CET institution and its 
programme towards its environment and the different stakeholders.

The criterion is closely related to several other criteria:
 – A3 Organisation

 The organisational structures and decision-making processes  
 are adapted to the context and objectives of the CET institution.

 – A4 Management of company activities 
 The institutional and quality objectives for a defined time period  
 as well as the planning of activities are linked to the strategic  
 orientation. 
 – D1 – D1 Development and orientation of CET programmes 

 The orientation of CET programmes is based on the analysis of  
 needs and requirements and takes social and professional  
 developments into account. The programmes should be in line  
 with the strategic objectives and the offer strategy.

A1
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Indicators 
How can the implementation of the requirements be recognised?

 – Practical implementation
 · The CET institution uses informative analyses to document  
  the relevant contextual factors and stakeholders.

 – Institutional and cultural integration 
 · The management and those responsible for programmes  
  are in contact with important stakeholders.
 – Effect  
 · The CET institution’s strategic goals are transparently  
  geared towards the particular context.

 

K R I T E R I U M A1  –  KO N T E X T U N D Z I E L E  D E R  W E I T E R B I L D U N GS I N ST I T U T I O N

REQUIRED SUPPORTING D O CUMENT INDIC AT ION 

Stakeholder and/or  
environment analysis

Use analyses to document the environmental factors that are impor-
tant for the orientation and activities of the CET institution. Present 
the most important stakeholders and
the relevant framework conditions. Also show how you obtained the 
data and what conclusions you draw from the analysis.

Strategic objectives of
the CET institution

Present the primary objectives of the CET institution,
e.g. on the basis of different areas of the company or of the pro-
gramme and in relation to a reasonable time period.
Show how these strategic objectives relate to the specific context.

OTHER POSS IBLE  D O CUMENTS  

Positioning of the institution’s programme on the CET market
With the positioning, you show the particular characteristics of the respective CET programmes and 
their significance on the market in relation to comparable products. You can do this, for example,
using the unique selling proposition (USP). Refer to the specific submarket when presenting the se-
lected programme.

Market analyses
In an analysis of relevant markets for your CET programme, present the competitors and, if possible, 
estimate the market shares. Also include an assessment of the near future. Based on market analyses, 
you can draw conclusions for the positioning of a programme.

Required supporting documents and indications for the documentation
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  CR ITER ION A2:
  M ISS ION STATEMENT AND ANDR AG O GIC AL GUIDING IDE A S 

(eduQua:2012 standard 17)

Success factor 
Define, communicate and implement values and guidelines

Objectives of the criterion 
The self-image and development perspective of the CET institution 
are presented concisely in the mission statement. The andragogical 
guiding ideas show the didactic orientation clearly and comprehen-
sibly for target groups.

 
Information to help understand and incorporate the criterion  
Criterion A2 focuses on the values and self-image of the CET institu-
tion as well as its understanding of learning and its didactic orienta-
tion.

It is closely related to several other criteria:
 – A1 Context and objectives of the CET institution 

 This criterion measures the strategic orientation of the CET in- 
 stitution and its programme with regard to the environment  
 and the stakeholders. The strategic objectives of the CET insti- 
 tution and the self-image/didactic guidelines relate to each other.
 – D2 Didactic concept of CET programmes  

  The didactic structure and the learning settings of the CET  
 programmes are based on the andragogical guiding ideas and  
 the values in the mission statement. This connection is shown  
 in the CET concepts.
 – G1 Planning of learning units and learning situations 

  The planning of the learning units is based on the didactic  
 principles and specifications of the CET institution, which are  
 set out in the andragogical guiding ideas and in the CET concepts.

Indicators  
How can the implementation of the requirements be recognised?
 

 – How can the implementation of the requirements be  
 recognised? 
 · The mission statement of the CET institution and the an- 
  dragogical guiding ideas are communicated internally and  
  externally and are revised periodically.

 · In the CET concepts, didactic principles are formulated  
  that are in line with the andragogical guiding ideas.

 – Institutional and cultural integration 
  · The implementation of the andragogical guiding ideas is  
  discussed and reviewed together with the trainers and  
  learning facilitators in the exchange forums.

A2
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 – – Effect 
   · The feedback from the participants in the evaluation of  
   the CET programmes confirms the coherence of the  
   didactic principles and the specific actions of the trainers  
   and learning facilitators. 
  · From the feedback of the employees, e.g. in the staff dis- 
   cussions, it can be seen that the managers implement the  
   institution’s values in their daily work.

 

 
A3

CRITER ION A3: 
 ORGANISAT ION

(eduQua:2012 standards 18 and 19)

Success factor
Align the organisational structure of the CET institution with the goals 
and programme

Objectives of the criterion
The CET institution defines its organisational structures and deci-
sion-making systems in accordance with its objectives and its CET pro-
gramme.

Information to help understand and incorporate the criterion
Criterion A3 is about defining and developing organisational structures 
and decision-making systems. CET institutions make their organisation-
al structures transparent and clarify their directives for organisational 
forms and decision-making processes. Up-to-date descriptions of the 
functions and roles of the employees and responsible people are also 
central in this regard.

 K R I T E R I U M A2  –  L E I T B I L D  U N D A N D R AG O G I S C H E  L E I T I D E E

REQUIRED SUPPORTING D O CUMENT INDIC AT ION

Mission statement of the 
CET institution

You present a mission statement that makes essential statements 
about the values, the self-image and the development perspective of 
the CET institution. It is directed both internally or towards the employ-
ees, and externally, i.e. towards the important stakeholders. It is peri-
odically reviewed and adapted according to current needs.

Andragogical guiding ideas  
on the understanding of learning 
and didactic orientation

With the andragogical guiding ideas, you present the institution’s 
understanding of learning and the didactic orientation of the CET 
programmes. You show that the didactic principles and specifications 
for planning and designing learning units and learning situations are 
clearly defined and recorded in the CET institution.

Required supporting documents and indications for the documentation
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The criterion is closely related to the following criteria:
 –  A2 Mission statement and andragogical guiding ideas 

 The CET institution’s mission statement defines fundamental  
 values and guidelines for the orientation and organisational cul- 
 ture. The design of organisational structures and decision-mak- 
 ing systems is based on these principles.
 – A4 Management of company activities 

 The structure of the organisation as well as the specific organ- 
 isational units and project forms should be geared towards the  
 goals and the important company activities, especially the in- 
 stitution’s CET programmes. These are the focus of criterion A4.

Indicators 
How can the implementation of the requirements be recognised?

 –  Practical implementation
  · The organisational structures and decision-making systems  
  are presented in an up-to-date and transparent manner.
 · The function or role descriptions are updated regularly.  

 – Institutional and cultural integration 
 · In the CET institution, appropriate forums are used to  
  check the extent to which organisational, working and pro- 
  ject structures support the activities, programmes and  
  objectives of the CET institution. 
 · When defining the decision-making structures, the ex- 
  periences of participants with different functions and roles  
  are included
 – Effect 

 · Written feedback given to the responsible persons shows  
  that they perform their tasks according to the defined  
  function or role descriptions.
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A4

CRITER ION A4: 
 MANAGEMENT OF COMPANY ACT IV IT IES 

(eduQua:2012 standards 18 and 22)

Success factor
Set a clear framework and continuously review results

Objectives of the criterion
The CET institution plans, controls and monitors its activities and servic-
es with effective methods and instruments. Based on the planning and 
review, the leadership initiates the necessary improvement measures.

 
Information to help understand and incorporate the criterion
Criterion A4 is essentially about the management of the CET institu-
tion, i.e. the planning and control of the company activities and the 
assessment of the services and results. The focus is on compliance with 
quality requirements and continuous improvement.

K R I T E R I U M A3  –  O RGA N I SAT I O N

REQUIRED SUPPORTING D O CUMENT INDIC AT ION 

Overview of the organisational
structure, e.g. organisation chart

You show the organisational and management structures in an or-
ganisation chart or another suitable form of presentation. In this, 
the different areas and organisational units as well as the respective 
responsibilities and connections between the different parts of the 
organisation are presented in a comprehensible way.

All function descriptions or role 
descriptions

You present current and meaningful function or role descriptions for 
the main function or role holders. The function of the management, 
executive staff, programme heads, quality managers or project man-
agers as well as the defined roles in self-organised organisational 
units are described in a uniform manner and are made transparent 
in the CET institution. The role and competences in decision-making 
processes come from the function descriptions.

Directives on decision-making pro-
cesses

Using appropriate documents, you show which guidelines and speci-
fications apply to the decision-making processes in the organisation. 
In doing so, you take into account different organisational units and 
forms such as management bodies, programme heads and self-organ-
ised, interdisciplinary teams as well as the interaction of the different 
units. The documents contain information for reviewing the defined 
decision-making processes and forms of feedback.

OTHER POSS IBLE  D O CUMENTS 

Guidelines for organisational units and project structures
As a supplement, you can document the basic specifications regarding the set-up and way of func-
tioning of specific organisational units and project structures. This is particularly useful when there 
are units in the institution with different forms, especially in terms of hierarchy, processes and specific 
roles.

Required supporting documents and indications for the documentation
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In institutions or companies of all sectors with CET as a sub-area, cri-
terion A4 does not refer to the activities of the whole company but 
rather to the management of the activities in the department or in the 
field of CET.

The criterion is closely related to the following other criteria:
 –  A1 Context and objectives of the CET institution 

  The institutional and quality objectives for a defined time period  
 and the planning of activities as well as the assessment of results  
 are linked to the orientation and strategic objectives addressed in  
 criterion A1.
 – A3 Organisation 

 The specific instruments for controlling and reviewing activities  
 and services are adapted to the organisational structures and  
 decision-making processes at the different levels of the organi- 
 sation. 
 – A5 Dealing with risks and opportunities 

 The management of company activities is closely linked to the  
 identification and assessment of significant risks and oppor- 
 tunities for the CET institution as well as the monitoring and  
 management of specific risks at the various levels.
 – B1 Quality management system 

 Criterion B1 shows the system of quality assurance and de- 
 velopment of the CET institution and, in particular, of the CET  
 programmes. Criterion A4 relates to the control, review and im 
 provement of the company activities and can be found at the  
 organisational level.

Indicators 
How can the implementation of the requirements be recognised?

 – Pactical implementation 
 · The CET institution determines at which levels and for  
  which time period objectives are defined and reviewed. 
 · In the self-evaluation, the organisation’s own quality ob- 
  jectives and indicators for the achievement of objectives  
  are also formulated and reviewed based on the eduQua  
  criteria.
 – Institutional and cultural integration 

  · Services and results are assessed by those responsible and  
  involved, using objectives and defined indicators as a basis. 
 · Deviations from targets are assessed in a transparent man- 
  ner, and decisions derived from them are  recorded. 
 · Self-evaluation is used as a management tool in the CET  
  institution.
 – Effect 

 · Improvement measures are identified, defined and imple- 
  mented. New findings are incorporated in the specifica- 
  tions and aids used.
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K R I T E R I U M A4  –  M A N AG E M E N T D E R  U N T E R N E H M E N SA K T I V I TÄT E N

REQUIRED SUPPORTING D O CUMENT INDIC AT ION 

Priority objectives and planned ac-
tivities for a defined time period

You present the priority objectives as well as the planning of the essen-
tial company activities in an overview. Set a time frame here in which 
the planning of the activities can be meaningfully reviewed and the 
objectives can be checked.

Self-evaluation on the 19 eduQua 
criteria

In a data-based and experience-based self-assessment of the quality in 
the essential areas, you check the specified requirements as well as the 
quality objectives and demands you have set yourself based on the 19 
eduQua criteria. You formulate specific indicators and assessment bases 
for checking the requirements and assess the achieved status for each 
criterion. From this, you derive specific improvement measures where 
necessary.
You can use the eduQua template or your own instrument for the pres-
entation. The 19 eduQua criteria must be covered.
Self-evaluation is of great benefit to the CET institution if it is used as a 
management tool and is linked to the planning, steering and control of 
company activities. At the same time, self-evaluation is a central element 
in the quality management of the CET institution. Therefore, this proof is 
also required for criterion B1 Quality management system.

Documentation of the relevant in-
puts and results from internal and 
external reviews as well as the speci-
fied parameters of the last year

You show the inputs and results from external and internal reviews as 
well as the factors, parameters and indicators that are relevant for a 
review of the activities and services in the CET institution.
On the one hand, you document important results from external au-
dits and external reviews, for example controlling reports from can-
tonal and municipal authorities or from processing deviations and 
indications from certification audits. On the other hand, you show the 
results and specific figures from internal controls in relation to the last 
year. This includes important results from internal audits or reviews, 
the evaluation of the CET programmes and from the handling of com-
plaints. You also collect and document relevant parameters on the 
programme. 
According to the requirements in criterion A4, a distinction is made 
between the following:
– Relevant results from the reviews as well as parameters that must be  
 included or collected and presented in a binding manner,
– Parameters that you can select and collect depending on the specific  
 importance for the CET institution.
For this proof, you can use results from existing instruments and dif-
ferent sources. They can also refer to corresponding evidence from the 
self-evaluation.

Required supporting documents and indications for the documentation
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OTHER POSS IBLE  D O CUMENTS 

Controlling concept or collection of control and monitoring instruments
In the form of a concept, you present how you plan, control and review the essential activities in the 
institution. In this basic document you show

–  how the priority objectives are defined and recorded based on the strategy,
–  for which levels and in which time period these objectives should apply, 
–  which indicators and key figures will be used to check achievement of the objectives.

Alternatively, you can describe which instruments you use to control and monitor the activities and 
what purpose the instruments serve. You can do this, for example, using a balanced scorecard.

Balanced scorecard
You can also present the strategic and particularly important objectives of the CET institution, as well 
as the measurable key figures and indicators linked to them, using an up-to-date balanced scorecard 
(BSC). A balanced scorecard shows the services of a company or organisational unit from four differ-
ent perspectives: finance, clients, processes and also learning and development (employees).

Assessments of programme evaluations
When reviewing services and results, you also include the results and conclusions from the evaluation 
of CET programmes. Present the assessment of specific evaluations and show how they are relevant 
for the review of specific institutional and quality objectives.

 
A5

CRITER ION A5: 
 DE AL ING WITH R ISKS  AND OPP ORTUNIT IES 

(new criterion compared to eduQua:2012)

Success factor  
Identify, assess and monitor risks and opportunities

Objectives of the criterion 
The management ensures the achievement of the CET institution’s 
objectives and the sustainability of its activities by effectively and effi-
ciently dealing with risks and opportunities.

 
Information to help understand and incorporate the criterion
The requirements of criterion A5 are on an organisational level: those 
responsible at the CET institution identify risks and opportunities, as-
sess their form and monitor them to check for changes.

The criterion is closely related to several other criteria:
 – A1  Context and objectives of the CET institution  

 Risks and opportunities represent aspects of the context in 
 which an institution positions itself. In order for the institution  
 to achieve its objectives, those responsible must identify, assess  
 and monitor opportunities and also risks and take appropriate  
 measures to respond to them. 
 – A3 Organisation 

 The institution defines its organisational structures and  
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 decision-making systems in accordance with the objectives  
 of its CET programmes. To be able to react appropriately to  
 risks which occur, decision-making processes must be defined,  
 especially for crisis situations. In this way, the institution can  
 still act even if risks materialise.
 – A4 Management of company activities 

 For a CET institution to be able to plan, control and monitor  
 its activities in a targeted and effective way, it also needs a  
 systematic analysis and assessment of risks and opportunities.

Indicators 
How can the implementation of the requirements be recognised?

 – Practical implementation 
 · The institution has developed and documented procedures  
  to identify and monitor risks and opportunities and the  
  response to the occurrence of risks.
 – Institutional and cultural integration 

  · Risks are regularly reviewed in appropriate exchange fo- 
  rums to see if they are up to date and to check their likeli- 
  hood of occurrence. Opportunities are assessed to see their  
  potential. 
 · Employees are regularly involved in processes for identify- 
  ing and reducing risks. 
 · If it makes sense and is possible, the institutions work  
  together with external specialist bodies (e.g. auditors, advi- 
  sory bodies for occupational safety and ecological issues).
 – Effectiveness 

  · Existing and influenceable risks are minimised and hardly  
  occur. 
 · The responsible persons are prepared for risks that cannot  
  be influenced and, in crisis situations, can rely on defined  
  reaction processes.

 
K R I T E R I U M A5  –  U M GA N G M I T R I S I K E N U N D C H A N C E N

REQUIRED SUPPORTING D O CUMENT INDICATION  

List and assessment of risks 
and opportunities

You present a list of possible risks and opportunities in the areas of 
human resources, organisation, technology and finance. The list is 
used to assess the risks in terms of their likelihood of occurrence and 
the possible extent of damage, and the opportunities in terms of 
their significance. The corresponding analysis is documented.

Examples of preventive or corrective 
measures

To counter the risks appropriately, take preventive and corrective 
measures. Using examples, you show how you prevent risks in the ar-
eas of human resources, organisation, technology and finance and/
or what corrective measures you have taken based on experience 
with risks that have occurred.

Audit report or income statement/
balance sheet

The report of an independent auditor or the income statement/bal-
ance sheet may contain indications of possible financial risks. You 
present the corresponding documents and show how you interpret 
the financial results and what measures you take, e.g. in the area of 
liquidity.

OTHER POSS IBLE  D O CUMENTS 

Minutes of internal meetings on how to deal with risks and opportunities and learn from mistakes 
With minutes of internal meetings, you prove that you have institutionalised the handling of risks and 
opportunities and regularly deal with them in the responsible bodies. Use the minutes to show how your 
institution recognises the mistakes that have been made and will avoid them in the future.

Documentation of the internal control system ICS
If an internal control system ICS is defined in your CET institution, you can show corresponding docu-
mentation.

Required supporting documents and indication for the documentation
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K R I T E R I U M A5  –  U M GA N G M I T R I S I K E N U N D C H A N C E N

REQUIRED SUPPORTING D O CUMENT INDICATION  

List and assessment of risks 
and opportunities

You present a list of possible risks and opportunities in the areas of 
human resources, organisation, technology and finance. The list is 
used to assess the risks in terms of their likelihood of occurrence and 
the possible extent of damage, and the opportunities in terms of 
their significance. The corresponding analysis is documented.

Examples of preventive or corrective 
measures

To counter the risks appropriately, take preventive and corrective 
measures. Using examples, you show how you prevent risks in the ar-
eas of human resources, organisation, technology and finance and/
or what corrective measures you have taken based on experience 
with risks that have occurred.

Audit report or income statement/
balance sheet

The report of an independent auditor or the income statement/bal-
ance sheet may contain indications of possible financial risks. You 
present the corresponding documents and show how you interpret 
the financial results and what measures you take, e.g. in the area of 
liquidity.

OTHER POSS IBLE  D O CUMENTS 

Minutes of internal meetings on how to deal with risks and opportunities and learn from mistakes 
With minutes of internal meetings, you prove that you have institutionalised the handling of risks and 
opportunities and regularly deal with them in the responsible bodies. Use the minutes to show how your 
institution recognises the mistakes that have been made and will avoid them in the future.

Documentation of the internal control system ICS
If an internal control system ICS is defined in your CET institution, you can show corresponding docu-
mentation.

 
A6

CRITER ION A6:  
 D O CUMENT CONTROL AND DATA PROTECT ION 

(new criterion compared to eduQua:2012)

Success factor 
Control the documented information, protect and secure data 

Objectives of the criterion
The CET institution controls the creation and storage of documented in-
formation, ensures data and personal protection and ensures information 
is not lost and misused.

 
Information to help understand and incorporate the criterion 
The requirements of criterion A6 are on an organisational level. Those 
responsible at the CET institution control the creation and storage of the 
documented information and ensure the data is protected appropriately 
against loss and unauthorised access.

The criterion is closely related to several other criteria:
 – A3 Organisation 

 The institution defines its organisational structures and  
 decision-making systems and, in this way, ensures the safety  
 of operations.
 – A4 Management of company activities 

 Controlling and safeguarding company activities includes a  
 sensible approach to the security of information as well as the  
 management and protection of data.
 – A5 Dealing with risks and opportunities 

  Unauthorised access to sensitive data and its unlawful use, as 
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well as the loss of existing data and know-how, represent a major 
risk for the CET institution. Dealing with risks and opportunities 
also includes the protection of information and data.

Indicators 
How can the implementation of the requirements be recognised?

 – Practical implementation 
 · The CET institution has carried out appropriate procedures  
  and taken comprehensive measures to protect information,  
  know-how and data from unlawful access, loss and irreversi- 
  ble destruction.
 – Institutional and cultural integration 

  · Employees from all areas and locations are involved in  
  recording, storing and updating the documented information  
  in the CET institution. 
 · The handling of sensitive data and the protection of privacy  
  are regular topics in exchange forums and when introduc- 
  ing new employees. 
 · The rules for access to data concerning the participants are  
  known to the participants and the CET staff
 – Effectiveness 

  · The relevant documents and the knowledge required for  
  compliance with the standard are up to date. 
 · The institution’s CET programmes take into account the  
  relevant legal requirements and official decrees. 
 · Those involved are prepared for and sensitised to the  
  handling and protection of information and the prevention  
  of possible data loss.
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K R I T E R I U M A6  –  D O KU M E N T E N L E N KU N G U N D DAT E N S C H U T Z

REQUIRED SUPPORTING D O CUMENT INDIC AT ION 

Guidelines for documenting informa-
tion and the necessary knowledge in 
the CET institution

Using suitable documents, you show how you have regulated and 
practically organised information and knowledge management in 
the CET institution. You describe the guidelines for the collection, 
storage, availability and updating of documented information for 
quality management. You also document the guidelines and meas-
ures for acquiring, updating and maintaining the knowledge re-
quired for complying with the primary requirements, e.g. relevant 
legal regulations.
A quality manual can be an effective instrument for organising the 
documented information on quality management. Forms of digital 
documentation based on uniform rules (recording, updating, stor-
age, access, etc.) are a good idea.

Regulations on data protection and 
compliance with personal rights

With the help of a set of regulations, you show how you protect the 
data of employees and participants in the CET programmes. Here 
you use the legal requirements, i.e. the Federal Act on Data Protec-
tion, as a basis. The regulations contain provisions on participants’ 
access to the collected data concerning them, in particular in con-
nection with their learning achievements.
The regulations also specify how the personal rights of the partic-
ipants are guaranteed. This includes requirements for maintaining 
confidentiality, for an appropriate relationship between service and 
service in return, and for protection against physical and psycholog-
ical abuse.

Directives on information and data 
security

You present directives for the security of information and data stor-
age. These show how data security is guaranteed and how possible 
data loss due to technical problems is prevented. The specifications 
also take into account the protection of data against unauthorised 
internal and external access and include informing all employees 
about the safe handling of data and devices.

OTHER POSS IBLE  D O CUMENTS 

Information sheet on data protection for participants
With an information sheet or another form of information, you show how you are transparent with 
participants about the protection of their personal data and access to the information that concerns 
them.

Required supporting documents and indication for the documentation
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       PR INCIPLE  B: QUALIT Y MANAGEMENT

A quality management system that ensures quality assurance in line 
with the organisational forms and enables a high degree of transpar-
ency about processes and impacts

B1
CRITER ION B1: 

 QUAL IT Y MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

(eduQua:2012 standard 16)

Success factor
Organise quality assurance and development

Objectives of the criterion
The quality management system (QMS) ensures continuous quality 
development at the CET institution and enables learning steps for all 
participants. In particular, the quality management system ensures 
the quality assurance and development of the CET programmes and 
related services.

 
Information to help understand and incorporate the criterion 
Criterion B1 is closely related to the criteria in the area of leadership, in 
particular A1 Context and objectives of the CET institution, A2 Mission 
statement and andragogical guiding ideas, A3 Organisation, A4 Manage-
ment and control of company activities, as well as criterion H1 Evalua-
tion of CET programmes.

 – While criteria A1 to A4 refer to the strategic orientation, the  
 organisational structures and the control of the CET institu- 
 tion, B1 shows the function and the essential characteristics  
 of the quality management system. This focuses on safeguard 
 ing and further developing the CET institution and, in particu- 
 lar, the CET programmes and the associated services. The qual- 
 ity management system is understood as an essential part of  
 the management system.
 – While H1 comprises the specific and regular assessment of  

 CET programmes and services, B1 describes the key elements  
 of the evaluation in the quality cycle and the measures taken  
 at the CET institution for quality development for a defined  
 time period.
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Indicators 
How can the implementation of the requirements be recognised?

 – Practical implementation 
  Specific quality objectives are formulated and quality projects  
 are implemented for a defined planning period in the CET insti- 
 tution.
 – Institutional and cultural integration 

  Employees are familiar with the structure of the quality man- 
 agement system in the CET institution and their own role in  
 its implementation.
 – Effect 

 The results of implemented quality processes or quality pro- 
 jects can be seen on the basis of specific regulations and meas- 
 ures.
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K R I T E R I U M B1-1  –  Q UA L I TÄTS M A N AG E M E N TSYST E M

REQUIRED SUPPORTING D O CUMENT INDIC AT ION

Quality concept or presentation of 
the quality management system

With the quality concept you describe the framework for the con-
tinuous quality assurance and development of your CET institution. 
It is geared towards the quality assurance and development of CET 
programmes and related services. You ensure that the quality con-
cept is accessible for all employees. The quality concept addresses 
the following points in particular:
Understanding of quality at the CET institution 
With its understanding of quality, the CET institution makes it clear, 
both internally and externally, how important it considers the con-
tinuous assurance and further development of CET services and the 
associated processes to be. The understanding of quality is based 
on the organisation’s mission statement and provides binding ori-
entation for all CET services and related activities.
Quality objectives 
These are formulated in such a way that they can be understand 
and realised by all involved groups. The quality objectives define 
focal points for quality development and show potential for raising 
the organisation’s profile.
Quality control loop 
Definition and description of one or more quality control loops that 
the CET institution uses to ensure continuous quality assurance and 
development. The quality control loop describes 
 – how the CET institution sets goals,
 – how it defines procedures, instruments, resources, quality  

 projects and activities to achieve objectives,
 – which evaluation procedures are used to check the objectives   

 have been achieved, and
 – how consequences for further development are derived.

Organisation 
Procedures and structures for quality assurance in the CET institution
Responsibilities 
Clarification of responsibilities and contact persons
Instead of a quality concept, you can also present the CET institu-
tion’s quality management system and explain the essential ele-
ments.

Documentation of an implemented 
and evaluated quality project

With at least one documented example, you show which specif-
ic and systematic activities were used to pursue, implement and 
check the set quality objectives.
Also describe what consequences were derived for the quality de-
velopment of the CET institution. For example, you can document a 
specific quality project or the current quality processes in a specific 
area.

Complete self-evaluation on the 19 
eduQua criteria

Self-evaluation is a central element in the quality management of 
the CET institution. In a data-based and experience-based self-as-
sessment of the quality in the essential areas, you check the spec-
ified requirements as well as the objectives and demands you have 
set yourself based on the 19 eduQua criteria. From this, you derive 
specific improvement measures where necessary.
You can use the eduQua template or your own instrument for the 
presentation. The 19 eduQua criteria must be covered.
Self-evaluation is of great benefit to the CET institution if it is used as 
a management tool and is linked to the planning, steering and con-
trol of company activities. This is why self-evaluation is also listed as 
proof in criterion A4, Management and control of company activities.

Required supporting documents and indications for the documentation
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K R I T E R I U M B1-2

REQUIRED SUPPORTING D O CUMENT INDIC AT ION

Certificate and last audit or  
evaluation report

 

If your CET institution has a certified quality management system, 
you can submit the certificate and an audit or evaluation report 
of this system. This applies in particular to the ISO 9001, ISO 21001
and IN-Qualis management systems and the Commitment to Ex-
cellence according to EFQM. This covers the supporting documents 
required for criterion B1 regarding the quality concept or the QMS 
as well as the quality project.

Evidence that the quality manage-
ment system in place is geared to-
wards CET programmes

In addition, evidence of the quality management system’s  
alignment with the CET programmes must be submitted.
You show specifically how the QMS addresses the following ques-
tions:
 – What is being done to promote the potentials and strengths of  

 all people involved in CET services in accordance with the under  
 standing of quality?
 – What does the CET institution do to ensure that, in their work, all   

 employees involved in CET services are guided by the institution’s  
 understanding of quality and its quality objectives?
 – What specific quality projects and activities are carried out to  

 achieve the defined quality objectives?
 – What instruments and aids are provided for this purpose?

Complete self-evaluation on the  
19 eduQua criteria

See above under “Required supporting documents”

Alternatively: required supporting documents if there is a certified  
quality management system

 
 
   
 PR INCIPLE  C:  
 TR AINERS AND LE ARNING FACIL ITATORS 

Trainers and learning facilitators with a high level of professional and 
didactic-methodological competence who reflect on and continuously 
develop their actions
 

 
C1

CRITER ION C1: : 
 REQUIREMENT PROFILES  AND QUALIF IC AT ION 

(eduQua:2012 standard 13)

Success factor
Employ qualified CET staff
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Objectives of the criterion
The learning programmes are designed and accompanied by profes-
sionally and didactically qualified trainers and learning facilitators. 
The institution ensures the qualification and suitability of the CET staff 
when selecting and deploying them in the CET programmes.

 
Information to help understand and incorporate the criterion
Criterion C1 sets out the basic requirements for the institution’s CET 
staff. It is therefore on a higher level of the organisation.

The criterion is closely related to several other criteria:
 – A1 Context and objectives of the CET institution 

 This criterion includes considerations regarding the need for  
 CET staff.
 – A3 Organisation 

 The tasks and functions of all employees should be defined in  
 function and role descriptions, from which requirements for  
 the staff can be derived.
 – C2 Professional development of staff  

  This criterion is closely related to C1 and refers to the measures  
 taken by the CET institution to further develop the key qualifi- 
 cations of the trainers and learning facilitators.
 – H2 Feedback for trainers and learning facilitators 

  The basic requirements for CET staff are addressed in an ex- 
 change with participants, colleagues and those responsible  
 for CET.

Indicators 
How can the implementation of the requirements be recognised?

 – Practical implementation 
  · In the CET institution, the professional and adult education  
  qualifications of all internal and external trainers and  
  learning facilitators are checked and documented. 
 · The requirement profiles are systematically kept up to date.
 – Institutional and cultural integration 

  · The actions of the trainers and learning facilitators are  
  addressed with regard to didactic and personal compe- 
  tences, e.g. during course observation visits, discussions  
  with co-workers and in collegial exchange forums. 
 · Trainers and learning facilitators without adult education  
  qualifications reflect on the didactic planning and imple- 
  mentation of specific learning units with experienced,  
  qualified colleagues.
 – Effect 

  · In the feedback to the trainers and learning facilitators, the  
  participants show a high level of satisfaction with their  
  abilities to design and manage learning situations.
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E XPL ANATIONS ON THE A SSE SSMENT OF COMPLIANCE 
WITH MINIMUM REQUIREMENT S 

What does “SVEB certificate or analogous” mean?
Trainers and learning facilitators with more than 150 contact learning 
hours per year must hold an SVEB certificate as a course instructor or 
practical trainer. The contact learning time comprises the learning 
hours of the participants who are directly and synchronously accom-
panied by trainers and learning facilitators in a face-to-face session or 
online. Specifically, the indicated qualification must be held by at least 
80% of the CET staff for the first recertification.
This requirement can also be fulfilled by experienced trainers with anal-
ogous, i.e. comparable initial and continuing education and training:

 – in the attended initial and continuing education and training  
 programmes, competences were acquired that are compara- 
 ble to those in the “Carrying out learning activities with  
 adults” module with the SVEB certificate as a course instruc- 
 tor or in the practical trainer module “Providing learning  
 support with individuals”. Attended programmes in the field  
 of education must, at least for a relevant part, relate to learn- 
 ing and teaching with adults.
 – Those concerned must have training practice of at least 150  

 hours spread over at least two years.

You will present the corresponding information in the supporting doc-
ument “List of trainers and learning facilitators”.

As with all other criteria, compliance with the requirements of criterion 
C1 is checked by the responsible auditors from the certification bodies.

K R I T E R I U M C1  –  A N FO R D E RU N G E N U N D Q UA L I F I K AT I O N

REQUIRED SUPPORTING D O CUMENT HINWEIS

Requirement profiles for CET staff You document the requirement profiles for the CET staff in the various 
areas of the CET programme. You prove that the demanded profes-
sional and adult education requirements are defined in the respective 
requirement profiles and that the corresponding qualifications and 
professional experience of the trainers and learning facilitators are 
clearly specified.

List of all internal and external train-
ers and learning facilitators with 
information on the scope and form of 
the activity, professional and adult 
education qualifications and length 
of employment

In an appropriate form you present the field of activity and the qual-
ifications acquired by all employed trainers and learning facilitators. 
Subdivide the employed CET staff according to the extent of the work-
load based on the established limit of 150 contact hours per year. The 
contact hours comprise
the analogue and digital learning time in which the trainers and learn-
ing facilitators provide synchronous support to help participants in 
their learning.
Also indicate the persons with their adult education qualifications who 
accompany the (as yet) unqualified CET staff.
See the following explanations on the requirement “SVEB certificate or 
analogous”.

 

Required supporting documents and indications for the documentation
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Forms for analogous assessment of SVEB certificate as a course 
instructor and practical trainer
You can also use the form “Analogous assessment of SVEB certificate as 
a course instructor” or “Analogous assessment of SVEB certificate as a 
practical trainer” as proof of an analogous qualification. In this proce-
dure, a senior person testifies to the analogous qualification of a trainer 
by visiting a teaching or learning situation that is assessed according to 
didactic criteria. Furthermore, the acquisition of the competences or 
learning contents specified in the SVEB certificate as a course instruc-
tor or practical trainer must be confirmed in the attended initial and 
continuing education and training programmes.

On the eduQua website you will find the forms for analogous assessment.

 
C2

CRITER ION C2: PROFESS IONAL DEVELOPMENT OF STAFF  

(eduQua:2012: standard 14)

Success factor
Support and promote the development of trainers and learning facil-
itators

Objectives of the criterion
The CET staff are supported by the institution in the professional, di-
dactic and personal fields and undergo CET on a regular basis. The 
trainers and learning facilitators reflect on their actions and develop 
them further.

 
Information to help understand and incorporate the criterion 
Criterion C2 contains the specifications for the measures carried out at 
the CET institution for the professional development of internal and 
external trainers. It is on a higher level of the organisation.

The criterion is closely related to several other criteria:
 – A1 Context and strategy of the CET institution   

 This criterion includes considerations regarding the need for  
 CET staff.
 – A3 Organisation: 

 The tasks and functions of all employees should be defined in  
 function and role descriptions, from which requirements for  
 the staff can be derived.

Indicators 
How can the implementation of the requirements be recognised?

 – Practical implementation 
 · In the CET institution, the individual CET needs of internal  
  and external trainers and learning facilitators are assessed  

https://alice.ch/de/qualitaet/qualitaetslabel-eduqua/
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  with suitable instruments. 
 · The identified need for CET is addressed with suitable  
  measures and is largely covered.
 – Institutional and cultural integration 

  · In the CET institution, regular forums are offered for  
  targeted exchange of experience and knowledge. 
 · Trainers and learning facilitators are involved in planning  
  and designing the development measures.
 – Effect  

 · On the basis of development measures, trainers and learn- 
  ing facilitators can expand their didactic and personal com- 
  petences in a transparent way and consciously and confi- 
  dently shape their actions in specific learning situations.  
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KRITERIUM C2 – ENTWICKLUNGSMASSNAHMEN UND WEITERBILDUNG DES PERSONALS

REQUIRED SUPPORTING D O CUMENT INDIC AT ION

Internal initial and continuing ed-
ucation and training concept or 
concrete planning of CET events or 
exchange forums for staff

You show how your institution promotes the development of CET staff 
in professional, didactic and personal fields. As a supporting docu-
ment, you provide an internal initial and continuing education and 
training concept.
This describes the form in which the CET will take place, e.g. in terms 
of objectives, planning, forums, cost sharing, exchange/use of new 
knowledge in the team.
Instead of an initial and continuing education and training con-
cept, you can show how you fulfil criterion C2 by means of concrete 
planning of internal CET programmes for a certain time period. In 
concrete planning, it can be seen which programmes and exchange 
forums have been planned for which target groups. Such forums may 
be:
 – internal CET event with internal or external trainers and learning  

 facilitators
 – intervision
 – supervision
 – consultations among colleagues
 – team events with CET content, etc.

List of internal and external, sub-
ject-specific and adult education-re-
lated CET programmes attended by 
trainers and learning facilitators in 
the last twelve months

In the list, you show who has attended which internal and external 
CET programme(s) and when. External means outside your own CET 
institution. The events must be directly related to the CET activity:
–  subject-specific courses
–  methodological-didactic CET programmes
–  counselling and communication courses
–  attended congresses, conferences, specialist lectures
–  supervision or intervision groups, etc.
The period covers the last twelve months.

OTHER POSS IBLE  D O CUMENTS 

Defined procedures or instruments for identifying need and requirements for CET 
You describe the instruments used to identify the institutional need and requirements of the employ-
ees in terms of professional development. This can be done with structured procedures (questionnaire, 
surveys, moderations, collection of topics in teams, etc.) or within the framework of staff discussions 
or SD (SD concept, SD discussion questionnaire, SD discussion minutes). It should be clear that you are 
planning and identifying need and requirements on a targeted basis.

Minutes of internal support activities and exchange forums
With selected programmes or minutes of specific events, you show that the internal exchange forums 
and support activities have taken place, what topics were important here and what conclusions were 
drawn. Examples of exchange forums:
 – didactic conferences/meetings for each programme
 – intervision
 – supervision 
 – consultation among colleagues
 – internal CET programmes

Internal support activities can be, for example, visits, accompaniment or course observations of trainers 
and learning facilitators in their learning programmes.
Examples of the supporting document:
 – summary of the topics from the intervision
 – description of the forums “consultation among colleagues” or “intervision”
 – minutes of a course observation visit

 Required supporting documents and indications for the documentation
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 PR INCIPLE  D:   
 CONCEPT OF CET PROGRAMMES

CET programmes that take into account the need for CET and the CET 
requirements of the clients

D1
CRITERION D1: 

 DEVELOPMENT AND ORIENTATION OF CET PROGRAMMES

(eduQua:2012 standards 1, 2)

Success factor
Identify need for CET and CET requirements, define orientation

Objectives of the criterion
CET programmes are geared to the needs and requirements of the tar-
get groups. The concepts contain defined competences or objectives 
and themes.

 
Information to help understand and incorporate the criterion
The requirements of criterion D1 are on a conceptual level: a CET pro-
gramme is developed, positioned, justified and the orientation is de-
termined.

The criterion is closely related to several other criteria:
 – D2 Didactic concept of CET programmes 

 Based on the defined orientation, i.e. the determination of the  
 target groups and the targeted competences or objectives of the  
 CET programme (D1), the appropriate structure and didactic  
 design can be developed in the didactic concept (D2). The various  
 elements are usually set out in a CET concept.
 – E1 Information  

 The orientation of CET programmes is reflected in the descrip- 
 tion, which takes the form of announcements and other publicly  
 accessible information channels.
 – E2 Selection of participants 

 The defined prerequisites and the selection of participants are  
 essential characteristics that show the orientation of the CET  
 programme.

Indicators 
How can the implementation of the requirements be recognised?

 – Practical implementation 
  The institution develops its CET programmes on the basis of spe- 
 cific data from environmental and/or market analyses..
 – Institutional and cultural integration 

 In the CET institution, there is regular exchange with internal  
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KRITERIUM D1 – ENTWICKLUNG / AUSRICHTUNG DER WEITERBILDUNGSANGEBOTE

REQUIRED SUPPORTING D O CUMENT INDIC AT ION

Concepts of CET programmes You present specific examples of the conceptual specifications on 
which the CET programme should be based.
Elements of a CET concept can be the following aspects:
–  Presentation of the initial situation or the assignment
–  Framework conditions and specifications (context)
–  Analysis of the market environment
–  Analysis of needs and participants’ requirements
–  Global objective of the CET programme
–  Competence and resource profile
–  Didactic concept with justification and reference to the subject  
 area or professional field
– Reflection on transfer and assessment of learning outcomes
– Indications on course cost estimate
– Positioning and communication of the CET programme
– Reference to quality assurance systems and measures of the CET  
 institution
This list is not exhaustive. It does not have to be proven in all points, 
either.

Procedures or instruments to identi-
fy the needs and requirements of the 
target groups

You show how you have identified the needs and requirements of 
the target groups for a specific CET programme and how you take 
the results of the analysis into account in the programme concept. 
Describe the following elements:
 – Procedure for assessing needs and requirements
 – Instruments used
 – Results and findings
 – Conclusions for the programme concept

OTHER POSS IBLE  D O CUMENTS

Competence and resource model or institutional guidelines on competences or objectives
In this supporting document, you present what specifications exist for the definition of competences 
and objectives at your institution or according to which model you define and structure the compe-
tences and objectives of a programme. Examples of models:
–  Competence/resource model (CoRe)
–  Action competence model
–  Triplex model

Example of a competence and resource profile
You will use an example to show how, in your institution, you align CET programmes with competenc-
es to be achieved and also resources. This can be done by describing the competences to be achieved 
and the resources in terms of knowledge, skills and abilities
for a particular CET programme.

 and external participants about the current need for CET of  
 the target groups.
 – Effect 

 The targeted competences and the general objectives of CET  
 programmes are transparently based on the needs analysis.

Required supporting documents and indications for the documentation
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D2
CRITER ION D2:  

 D IDACT IC  CONCEPT  
 OF CET PRO GR AMMES  

(eduQua:2012 standards 3, 4)

 
Success factor
Didactically design the structure and learning settings of programmes

Objectives of the criterion
The rough structure, the selection of focal points as well as the essen-
tial learning settings are shown in the didactic concept of CET pro-
grammes. The didactic design makes it possible to achieve the targeted 
competences or objectives. Appropriate forms for checking learning 
success are defined.

 
Information to help understand and incorporate the criterion
In this criterion, the essential specifications are formulated for devel-
oping the didactic design of CET programmes.

The criterion is closely related to several other criteria:
 – D1 Development and orientation of CET programmes  

 The conceptual decisions on the target groups, form and  
 orientation (D1) provide the basis for the didactic concept of  
 the CET programme. 
 – F1 Learning infrastructure and learning environment 

 The environment in which learning takes place can change. It is  
 an essential characteristic of the didactic concept of a CET pro- 
 gramme to consider the learning infrastructure and to deter- 
 mine a conducive learning environment.
 – G1 Planning of learning units and learning situations 

 The didactic concept (D2) is about fundamental, conceptual  
 specifications for the didactic design of the CET programme.  
 These can be presented in the form of an overview plan or a  
 rough plan. Criterion G1 Planning of learning units and learn- 
 ing situations refers to the level of implementation. Based  
 on the conceptual specifications, a detailed plan is drawn up  
 for individual parts of the CET programme.

Indicators 
How can the implementation of the requirements be recognised?

 – Practical implementation  
  The defined learning formats, learning settings and forms  
 of assessment in CET concepts are based transparently on  
 the andragogical guiding ideas of the CET institution.
 – Institutional and cultural integration 

 The conceptual specifications for the didactic design of the  
 CET programmes are regularly reviewed and further devel- 
 oped. 
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K R I T E R I U M D2  –  D I DA K T I S C H E  KO N Z E P T I O N D E R  W E I T E R B I L D U N GSA N G E B OT E

REQUIRED SUPPORTING D O CUMENT HINWEIS

Concepts of CET programmes You submit concepts of CET programmes and therefore prove that 
you base them on fundamental, clarifying and binding documents. 
As part of the CET concept, you show the conceptual specifications 
for the didactic design of the programme. In the didactic concept, 
the following elements are essentially determined and justified:
 – overview of structure and learning formats or rough plan of the  

 programme
 – selection of learning contents
 – essential learning settings and learning arrangements
 – formative and/or summative forms of assessment of learning   

 progress
 – basic didactic idea for the design

The specifications at concept level leave room for planning specific 
details and implementing the learning units that are part of the 
CET programme.

Specific didactic guidelines for the 
learning formats and learning set-
tings in certain programme areas

With this supporting document, you document specific guidelines
for the didactic design and, in particular, for the choice of suitable 
learning formats, learning settings and learning materials in a 
specific programme area at your CET institution.
Justify – e.g. with subject-specific didactic considerations – the ex-
tent to which the learning formats and forms of learning are par-
ticularly suitable and appropriate for achieving the competences 
and objectives or processing the contents in this programme or 
area. In the guidelines, you can also present key points on the 
form and use of appropriate didactic settings.

OTHER POSS IBLE  D O CUMENTS 

Directives for the forms of assessment of learning success or testing concept
Describe which specifications apply in your CET institution for formative and summative forms of 
assessment of learning progress, e.g. in a specific programme area. These may contain the following 
elements:
 – Principles for the design of forms of assessment
 – Possibilities of self-assessment and assessment by other people
 – Orientation, standard of evaluation
 – Forms and instruments
 – Documentation
 – Right of inspection of the participants

Use an example to show your specifications. In the case of a qualification-oriented programme, you 
can also submit an examination concept.

 – Effect  
 The periodic evaluation of the didactic concept of CET pro- 
 grammes shows whether the selected learning formats, learn- 
 ing settings and forms of assessment are suitable for develop- 
 ing the targeted competences. Necessary conceptual changes  
 are made. 

Required supporting documents and indications for the documentation
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   P R I N C I P L E  E :  I N F O R M AT I O N 

Information that transparently presents the CET programmes, the tar-
get groups as well as the course fees and contract conditions
 

  E1
 CR ITER ION E1  :  

 INFORMATION

(eduQua:2012 standards 6 and 7)

Success factor 
Inform clients transparently

Objectives of the criterion 
Transparent presentation of the CET programmes, the course fees, pay-
ment terms and contract conditions generates security and trust.

 
Information to help understand and incorporate the criterion 
The requirements of criterion E1 promote transparency of pro-
grammes, business conditions and obligations towards clients. These 
are given the opportunity to clarify questions and are provided with 
a basis for their planning.

The criterion is closely related to several other criteria:
 – A2 Mission statement and andragogical guiding ideas 

 The mission statement of the CET institution creates clarity  
 about its internal and external orientation and about its  
 self-image. The CET institution communicates this internally  
 and to stakeholders.
 – E2 Selection of participants 

 All interested parties receive clear, unambiguous and complete  
 information about the target group, orientation, prerequisites,  
 guidance offers, how to deal with individual prerequisites,  
 learning objectives and programmes.

Indicators 
How can the implementation of the requirements be recognised?

 – Practical implementation 
 CET programmes, general and specific terms and conditions  
 and information on the target group, orientation, prereq- 
 uisites, guidance offers and other information relevant to the  
 programme can be easily and transparently accessed on several  
 suitable information channels.
 – Institutional and cultural integration 

 The information on the CET programmes and the advertising  
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K R I T E R I T U M E1  –  I N FO R M AT I O N

REQUIRED SUPPORTING D O CUMENT INDIC AT ION 

Overview of the programmes of the 
CET institution

You present all CET programmes clearly and transparently.

Examples of announcements for CET 
programmes

You present some examples of announcements for CET pro-
grammes. The announcements transparently describe the contents 
and forms of the programmes as well as the corresponding con-
tractual conditions.

General terms and conditions You present the general terms and conditions, which regulate all 
important requirements, specifications and agreements between 
your CET institution and the clients.

Description of the registration pro-
cedure for qualification-related pro-
grammes

You show how the registration procedure works for selected pro-
grammes. The registration procedure, especially for qualifica-
tion-related programmes, is linked to the required prerequisites as 
well as to the conclusion of the contract and is therefore of great 
importance. 

OTHER POSS IBLE  D O CUMENTS 

Mission statement and description of the andragogical guiding ideas
With the help of the mission statement, you show how the CET institution positions itself and which 
values and ideas it pursues. The announcements are in line with the mission statement and the an-
dragogical guiding ideas.

 are based on documents of higher importance such as the mis- 
 sion statement and the CET concept. There is a set procedure  
 that defines information content and channels. 
 – Effectiveness 

 The participants rate the information provided by the CET in- 
 stitution as transparent and complete. There are few partici- 
 pants dropping out due to lack of satisfaction with the infor- 
 mation.

Required supporting documents and indication for the documentation
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E2
CRITER ION E2:

 SELECT ION OF PART IC IPANTS  

(eduQua:2012 standard 8)

Success factor 
Enable a match between the participants’ requirements and the avail-
able CET programmes

Objectives of the criterion 
The orientation and requirements of a programme are clearly com-
municated to interested parties. The providers take measures to help 
ensure and check the participants are a good fit for the learning pro-
gramme in suitable forms.

 
Information to help understand and incorporate the criterion
The requirements of criterion E2 include, on the one hand, high de-
mands in terms of the communication of programmes and related 
specifications. On the other hand, they emphasise the need for CET 
programmes to be geared to the participants.

The criterion is closely related to several other criteria:
 – A2 Mission statement and andragogical guiding ideas 

 The CET institution’s mission statement generates under- 
 standing of its orientation and self-image. The CET institution  
 communicates this internally and externally. Andragogical  
 guiding ideas are meaningful to the target audience.
 – E1 Information 

 The communication of CET programmes and terms and  
 conditions influence future participants when they decide for  
 or against a programme. The more comprehensive the infor- 
 mation, the clearer the picture that interested parties can  
 have of a CET programme. If there are transparent conditions,  
 participants and providers can see they fit well together.

Indicators  
How can the implementation of the requirements be recognised?

 – Practical implementation 
   · The participants largely correspond to the target group  
  of the CET programmes. 
 · The requirements that participants have to fulfil are  
  clearly, unambiguously and comprehensibly presented  
  in the announcements of CET programmes.
 – Institutional and cultural integration 

  · The guidance offered by the CET institution  is for suggest- 
  ing an optimal and suitable CET programme to future par- 
  ticipants in the CET institution. 
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K R I T E R I E N  E2  –  T E I L N E H M E N D E N-AUSWA H L

REQUIRED SUPPORTING D O CUMENT INDIC AT ION 

Profile of the CET institution’s clients 
or by programme areas

You show which people belong to your target groups, which typical 
characteristics they have and which requirements they have to fulfil 
to be able to use your CET programmes in a meaningful way.

Concepts of CET programmes The target group is described in the concepts of CET programmes. 
You use examples to show which target group is addressed by which 
CET programme.

Documentation of selection proce-
dures used and forms of classifica-
tion

You show which procedures you carry out for the selection of partici-
pants and which criteria are included for a possible classification.

OTHER POSSIBLE DOCUMENTS 

Directives on providing advice to interested parties
You document directives or standards for providing advice to interested parties, e.g. in a specific pro-
gramme, and describe your considerations for successful guidance discussions on the selection and 
use of suitable programmes.

Announcements
The announcements show clearly, unambiguously and comprehensibly what is expected of partici-
pants and what educational services they can claim.

· Admissions may be possible on the basis of a written appli- 
 cation (“sur dossier”), for which there are clear and transpar 
 ent conditions.
 – Effectiveness 

  · The dropout rate due to a lack of suitability is low. 
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 PR INCIPLE  F :  
 LE ARNING INFR A STRUCTURE  
 AND LE ARNING ENVIRONMENT  

Learning infrastructure and learning environments that effectively 
support learning

F1
CR ITER ION F1 : 

 LE ARNING INFR A STRUCTURE AND LE ARNING ENVIRONMENT 

(eduQua:2012 standard 20)

Success factor
Provide suitable infrastructure, create a conducive learning environment

Objectives of the criterion 
Learning infrastructure and learning environment support the learn-
ing process and the success of the CET.

 
Information to help understand and incorporate the criterion 
Criterion F1 is central for the design and implementation of CET meas-
ures.

The criterion is closely related to several other criteria:
 – D2 Didactic concept of CET programmes 

 The infrastructure and learning environment provide a frame 
 work for the didactic concept of CET programmes. The more  
 diversely the infrastructure can be used and the learning  
 environment can be designed, the more possibilities there are  
 for the didactic concept of CET programmes.

 – G1 Planning of learning units and learning situations
 The planning of learning units and learning situations also  
 includes the existing infrastructure. This must be included in  
 the planning and be available in good time.

 – G2 Methodological implementation of learning units
 The existing learning infrastructure and the learning envi- 
 ronment influence the use of media and the choice of meth- 
 ods. A suitable learning infrastructure is central in particular  
 for technology-based learning settings.

Indicators  
How can the implementation of the requirements be recognised?

 – Practical implementation 
  · The existing learning infrastructure can be used for the  
 learning processes and for designing an effective learning envi- 
 ronment. 
 · The existing learning infrastructure fulfils the programme’s  
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K R I T E R I U M F1  –  L E R N I N F R A ST RU K T U R U N D L E R N U M G E BU N G

REQUIRED SUPPORTING D O CUMENT INDIC AT ION

Directives on teaching and learning 
spaces and learning infrastructure

They describe the general specifications that must be fulfilled by 
the physical or analogue and digital teaching and learning spaces 
as well as the learning infrastructure.

CET concepts In your CET concepts, you show which requirements exist for the 
infrastructure in the respective programme and how the infrastruc-
ture is used to design learning environments.

Security arrangements You show how you ensure the safety of participants, trainers and 
learning facilitators as well as the infrastructure and how you com-
ply with safety aspects.

OTHER POSS IBLE  D O CUMENTS  

Specific guidelines for the selection and use of technology-based learning environments
You provide guidelines that govern the selection and use of technology-based aids and training re-
sources.

  specific requirements as well as the legal requirements re- 
  garding safety and health protection.
 – Institutional and cultural integration 

  · The learning infrastructure and the learning environment  
  meet the needs of the trainers, which are regularly reviewed.
 – Effectiveness 

 · The learning infrastructure and the learning environment  
  contribute to the learning success and satisfaction of partici- 
  pants. 
 · Trainers and learning facilitators are satisfied with the  
  infrastructure options and actively use them to design the  
  learning environment and the learning processes. 
 · The learning infrastructure used is maintained and in work- 
  ing order.

Required supporting documents and indication for the documentation
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 PR INCIPLE  G:    
 IMPLEMENTAT ION OF CET ME A SURES  

Implementation of CET measures that promotes sustainable learning 
processes and enables the development of competences 

G1
CRITER ION G1: 

 PL ANNING OF LE ARNING UNITS  AND LE ARNING S ITUAT IONS  

(eduQua:2012 standard 9)

Success factor
Didactically plan learning processes

Objectives of the criterion
The planning of learning units and situations is carried out according 
to defined didactic criteria and enables effective learning processes 
geared towards the participants.  

 
Information to help understand and incorporate the criterion 
The requirements of criterion G1 stipulate that learning units and 
learning situations are planned and didactic considerations and orien-
tations are incorporated in the planning.

The criterion is closely related to the following criteria:
 – G2 Methodological implementation of learning units 

 The planning of learning units and learning situations is nec- 
 essarily connected with well-considered use – in line with the  
 learning contents or the competences to be achieved – of meth- 
 ods suitable for adults and media that are effective for learning.
 – D2 Didactic concept of CET programmes 

 The didactic concept (D2) is about fundamental, conceptual  
 specifications for the didactic design of the CET programme.  
 These can be presented in the form of an overview plan or a  
 rough plan. Criterion G1 Planning of learning units and learn- 
 ing situations refers to the level of implementation. Based  
 on the conceptual specifications, a detailed plan is drawn up  
 for individual parts of the CET programme. 
 – F1 Learning infrastructure and learning environment 

 The environment in which learning takes place can change. 
 Taking the learning infrastructure and learning environment  
 into account is an essential feature when planning learning  
 units and learning situations.
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K R I T E R I U M G1  –  P L A N U N G VO N  L E R N E I N H E I T E N  / L E R N S I T UAT I O N E N

REQUIRED SUPPORTING D O CUMENT HINWEIS

Examples of planning of learning 
units and learning situations

You submit several planning documents showing how the learning 
units and learning situations are to be carried out. These show how 
didactic specifications are implemented. The documents for de-
tailed planning can comprise individual or several learning units.

Didactic guidelines for the planning 
instruments

You document the specifications, guidelines and templates of your 
institution for the detailed didactic planning and implementation 
of CET sequences or learning units.

Indicators  
How can the implementation of the requirements be recognised?

 – Practical implementation  
   · Learning units and learning situations are planned in a  
  transparent way. 
 · The planning provides for learning processes geared  
  towards participants.
 – Institutional and cultural integration 

 · When planning learning units and learning situations,  
  didactic specifications and principles of the CET institution  
  are taken into account.
 – Effectiveness 

  · In practice, the learning units and learning situations are  
  planned according to defined didactic criteria. 
 

G2
CRITER ION G2: 

 METHOD OLO GIC AL IMPLEMENTAT ION OF LE ARNING UNITS  

(eduQua:2012 standards 10, 11 and 12) 

Success factor 
Design and implement learning situations effectively

Objectives of the criterion
The methods, media and learning materials used enable the develop-
ment of the targeted competences or objectives and the processing 
of the planned learning contents. The forms of learning promote re-
source-oriented, individual and cooperative learning processes and 
support transfer to everyday life.

 
Information to help understand and incorporate the criterion
The requirements of criterion G2 are on a practical training level: in 
training sequences, specific methods and media are used which are 
oriented towards the learning process and are effective for learning.

Required supporting documents and indication for the documentation
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The criterion is closely related to several other criteria:
 – G1 Planning of learning units and learning situations 

 The planning of learning units and learning situations is  
 necessarily connected with well-considered use – in line with  
 the learning contents or the competences to be achieved – of  
 methods suitable for adults and media that are effective for  
 learning.
 – F1 Learning infrastructure and learning environment

 The environment in which learning takes place can change.  
 The methods and media used are often dependent on the exist- 
 ing infrastructure and learning environment.

Indicators 
How can the implementation of the requirements be recognised?

 – Practical implementation 
 · The participants use the applied learning methods for  
  independent, active and differentiated learning.
 – Institutional and cultural integration 

 · The learning methods, media and learning materials used  
  meet the requirements of the CET institution in terms of  
  didactics and transfer into practice.
 – Effectiveness 

 · The learning methods, media and learning materials used  
  are geared towards the prerequisites of the participants and  
  support transfer from and into practice.   

K R I T E R I U M G2  –  M E T H O D I S C H E  U M S E T ZU N G VO N L E R N E I N H E I T E N

REQUIRED SUPPORTING D O CUMENT INDIC AT ION 

Examples of specific forms and 
methods of learning, self-learning 
tasks, learning media and also meth-
ods for transferring learning and 
assessing learning success

Using specific examples from training practice, you show how 
methods, learning media and learning materials in your CET institu-
tion promote joint, independent and differentiated learning as well 
as transfer from and into practice.
You present methods and instruments to check learning success.

Guidelines for the development and 
use of technology-based media

You show how technology-based media are developed and used ef-
fectively for learning in your CET institution. Possible aspects could 
be considerations on synchronous and asynchronous, on flexible and 
agreed settings as well as on forms of communication in digitally 
supported forms of learning. You also show how you will ensure there 
are human and technological resources in the CET institution and how 
participants will be introduced to technology-based methods and me-
dia.

OTHER POSS IBLE  D O CUMENTS 

Planning of CET sequences and learning situations
You submit planning documents that show which media and learning materials are used in learning 
units and learning situations.

Required supporting documents and indication for the documentation
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 PR INCIPLE  H:
 EVALUAT ION AND DEVELOPMENT  

Evaluation processes that check compliance with the specifications, 
agreements and promises at the level of the institution, the CET pro-
grammes and the learning success and also enable continuous further 
development at all levels

H1
CRITER ION H1: 

 EVALUAT ION OF CET PRO GR AMMES 

(eduQua:2012 standard 5) 

Success factor 
Evaluate and further develop programmes 

Objectives of the criterion 
The CET programmes are periodically evaluated and further developed. 
The requirements and expectations of the participants as well as the 
topicality and effectiveness of the learning programmes are recorded 
and evaluated.

 
Information to help understand and incorporate the criterion
The requirements of criterion H1 lie in the proof of continuous and 
systematic further development of the CET programmes. The aim of 
the evaluation is continuous improvement of quality in line with the 
institutional goals and andragogical guiding ideas of the CET institu-
tion. It is possible to set priorities for an evaluation period. 

The criterion is closely related to several other criteria:
 – A2 Mission statement and andragogical guiding ideas 

 The evaluation of the CET programmes is based on the defined  
 values and guidelines of the CET institution.
 – A4 Management of company activities  

 Results from the evaluation of the CET programmes are incor- 
 porated in the self-evaluation and in the assessment of the  
 institution’s services. Conversely, results from the monitoring  
 of activities must be taken into account in the evaluation.
 – B1 Quality management system 

 The evaluation of CET programmes is a fundamental element  
 of the CET institution’s quality management system. The eval- 
 uation examines the implementation of the quality objectives  
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 in the CET programmes.
 – D1 and D2 Development and didactic concept of CET  

 programmes 
 The further development of the programme concepts is es- 
 sentially based on the results from the regular evaluation of  
 the implementation.
 – H2 Feedback for trainers and learning facilitators 

 The evaluation helps the trainers and learning facilitators  
 reflect on their work and experience a constructive feedback  
 culture. The evaluation and exchange are geared towards the  
 learning success of the participants.
 – H3 Satisfaction with institutional services 

 The evaluation of the CET programmes takes into account  
 administrative and organisational services that are important  
 for the learning success of the participants.

Indicators  
How can the implementation of the requirements be recognised?

 – Practical implementation 
 · Systematised observations, feedback and/or key figures on  
  the learning success of the participants and the quality of  
  the CET programmes are available from the following in- 
  volved people:          
  · Participants 
  · Trainers and learning facilitators 
  · Other people involved in the learning success, e.g. em- 
   ployers of the participants as well as the people in charge  
   of the programme 
  · Commissioning authorities and external auditing bodies 
 · The results of the evaluation are prepared in an appropriate  
 form and are available to important stakeholders
 – Institutional and cultural integration  

  · Measures derived from the evaluations are available, which  
  take into account the values and guidelines of the CET  
  institution. 
 · The chosen focus, timing and periodicity of the evaluations  
  enable continuous and systematic development of the CET  
  programmes.
 – Effectiveness  

 · The methods and instruments used are designed for meas- 
  uring learning success and related factors. 
 · Different, complementary evaluation methods are used  
  (e.g. participant surveys, course observation visits, evalua- 
  tion talks and the collection of statistical key figures). 
 · The results of the evaluation show that the interests and  
  requirements of the target groups of the CET programmes  
  are mostly met.
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K R I T E R I U M H1  –  E VA LUAT I O N D E R  W E I T E R B I L D U N GSA N G E B OT E

REQUIRED SUPPORTING D O CUMENT INDIC AT ION

Presentation of the evaluation 
methods and instruments used for 
the review and development of the 
CET programmes

You prove that you regularly and continuously review and further 
develop the CET programmes using appropriate means. You show 
which methods and instruments you use to gain comprehensive 
insights into the quality of CET programmes.

Documentation of an evaluation car-
ried out with objectives, results and 
conclusions

Using at least one documented evaluation process, you show how 
you specifically proceed to evaluate a CET programme, what results 
are produced here and how you process them. You also describe how 
the evaluation results are made available in a suitable form to those 
involved, i.e. participants, trainers, learning facilitators and other 
stakeholders, and what consequences are derived for further devel-
opment.

OTHER POSS IBLE  D O CUMENTS  

Overview of available data sources (e.g. participant statistics, success rates)
You present an overview of the data and information you use to review and further develop the CET 
programmes. Include results from external audits and reviews in addition to internal sources.

Evaluation concept or quality concept
If you have an evaluation concept that describes the systematics and procedure for evaluating CET 
programmes, you can submit this as well. The same applies to a quality concept that documents the 
procedure for quality development of the CET programmes.

 
H2

CRITER ION H2:  
 FEEDBACK FOR TR AINERS AND LE ARNING FACIL ITATORS  

(eduQua:2012 standard 15)

Success factor
Cultivate a feedback culture, improve learning processes

Objectives of the criterion
The trainers and learning facilitators understand their work as an ele-
mentary component of the learning success of the participants. They 
maintain continuous exchange with participants, trainers and learning 
facilitators and also with those who are responsible for quality issues 
regarding CET programmes.

 
Information to help understand and incorporate the criterion 
Trainers and learning facilitators are in regular exchange with partic-
ipants and/or other trainers and learning facilitators. They promote a 

Required supporting documents and indication for the documentation
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constructive feedback culture that enables continuous further devel-
opment of the CET programmes.

The criterion is closely related to several other criteria:
 – B1 Quality management system 

 Cultivating a feedback culture is a fundamental element of  
 the quality management system. Continuous exchange on  
 quality issues of the CET programmes enables learning pro- 
 cesses to be improved.
 – H1 Evaluation of CET programmes 

 The feedback culture ensures that evaluation results are dis- 
 cussed with the people involved. It forms the basis for deriving  
 needs-oriented and requirement-oriented consequences for the  
 quality development of CET programmes.
 – H3 Satisfaction with institutional services 

  The feedback culture ensures that administrative and organi- 
 sational services can be optimised.

Indicators 
How can the implementation of the requirements be recognised?

 – Practical implementation 
 · There are process descriptions or reports that describe or  
  document the exchange between participants and trainers  
  and learning facilitators. 
 · At team level, course observation visits, staff discussions  
  and feedback from colleagues are documented.
 – Institutional and cultural integration 

 · Objectives and the procedure for feedback are defined and  
  known to those involved. 
 · Minutes and results can be viewed by those involved. 
 – Effectiveness  

 · People involved in the realisation of CET programmes  
  know key evaluation results and the consequences derived  
  from them. 
 · Participants in CET programmes are informed about evalu- 
  ation results.
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K R I T E R I U M H2  –  F E E D BAC K A N AUS B I L D E N D E  U N D L E R N B EG L E I T E N D E

REQUIRED SUPPORTING D O CUMENT INDIC AT ION 

Example of teaching
or learning process evaluation with 
feedback to trainers or learning fa-
cilitators

You use an example to show how you obtain and design feedback 
on a learning process. You demonstrate how you integrate partic-
ipants and other people involved in the realisation of the learning 
unit. In doing so, you focus in particular on the exchange about the 
results and the consequences for the learning processes.

Feedback instruments used You show which methods and instruments you use to ensure that 
contributors and participants discuss the quality issues of the 
learning programmes.

Roundup of observation visits for 
learning units in the past year

In a roundup you document the mutual course observation visits 
between trainers and learning facilitators as well as the visits to 
learning units by programme heads and supervisors in the past 
year.

OTHER POSS IBLE  D O CUMENTS 

Evaluation or feedback concept
If you have an evaluation or quality concept that sets out the procedure for evaluating CET pro-
grammes and for ensuring a continuous feedback culture, you can submit this as well.

H3
CRITER ION H3: 

 SAT ISFACT ION WITH INST ITUT IONAL SERVICES 

(eduQua:2012 standard 21)

Success factor
Offer client-oriented services

Objectives of the criterion
The quality of the institution’s services associated with the CET pro-
grammes is continuously evaluated and further developed.

 
Information to help understand and incorporate the criterion
The requirements of criterion H3 lie in proof of the continuous sur-
vey and evaluation of administrative and organisational services that 
are important for the learning success of participants in the CET pro-
grammes. This includes the design of premises and platforms, access 
to information and complaints management.

Required supporting documents and indication for the documentation
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The criterion is closely related to several other criteria:
 – B1 Quality management system

 The evaluation of CET programmes is a fundamental element  
 of the CET institution’s quality management system. The eval- 
 uation also examines, for instance, the participants’ satisfaction  
 with organisational and administrative services that are im- 
 portant for the learning success of the participants.

 – H1 Evaluation of CET programmes 
 In the evaluation of the CET programmes, for instance, organ- 
 isational and administrative services that are important for  
 the learning success of the participants are recorded and eval- 
 uated.

Indicators 
How can the implementation of the requirements be recognised?

 – Practical implementation 
 · Evaluation reports are available which document observa- 
  tions, feedback and/or key figures on administrative and  
  organisational services. 
 · The results are prepared in an appropriate form and are  
  available to important stakeholders.
 – Institutional and cultural integration 

 · Data is collected on administrative and organisational ser- 
  vices. 
 · The interests and requirements of the clients  of the CET  
  programmes can be seen in the results.
 – Effectiveness 

 · The instruments used are designed to identify the partici- 
  pants’ requirements in terms of administrative and organi- 
  sational services. 
 · Participants are familiar with the complaints management  
  of the CET institution. 
 · The feedback and complaints lead to changes in the offered  
  administrative and organisational services.
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 K R I T E R I U M H3  –  ZU F R I E D E N H E I T M I T I N ST I T U T I O N E L L E N D I E N ST L E I ST U N G E N

REQUIRED SUPPORTING D O CUMENT INDIC AT ION

Examples of results from client sur-
veys and development measures

You use an example to show how you improve the quality of organ-
isational and administrative services. This is based on the results of 
client surveys and the measures derived from them.

Evaluation instruments used You show which instruments you use to carry out and evaluate client 
surveys and ensure the quality development of the services associat-
ed with the CET programmes.

Description of channels for making 
claims/complaints

You describe where clients can turn to in case of claims/complaints 
and how complaints are dealt with in the CET institution.

OTHER POSS IBLE  D O CUMENTS 

Surveys and development of client satisfaction over the last three years 
If you have data that enables statements to be made on the development of client satisfaction over 
the last three years, you can also submit the results of these analyses.

Required supporting documents and indication for the documentation
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Guide to the Certification  
Procedure Regulations

In this part of the guide, indications, explanations and practical aids 
are given for individual chapters of the Certification Procedure Regu-
lations.

These aids are regularly supplemented.

FOR CHAP TER 5    
WORK REQUIRED AND FEE S  

5.1   DE TERMINATION OF THE CERTIF IC ATION  
  PRO CEDURE AND PROVIDER C ATEG ORY 

Example of the calculation of participant lessons* 
Calculation of the number of lessons per year and educational pro-
gramme:

 – The lessons (learning hours) of the contact learning time,  
 physically present or online, count 100%.
 – The lessons (learning hours) of the guided, assigned self-learn- 

 ing time also count 100%.
 – At least 50% of the individual self-learning time included in  

 the educational programme is credited.

Calculation of participant lessons per educational programmes per 
year:
Total number of lessons of the contact learning time and the guided, 
assigned self-learning time as well as the individual self-learning time 
(50%) multiplied by the number of participants in all programmes car-
ried out

Calculation of participant lessons per year and allocation to the certi-
fication procedure:

 – Total number of participant lessons per educational pro- 
 gramme
 – The average of the last three years is calculated as the basis for  

 the allocation of participant lessons to certification procedure  
 A, B or C.
 – If no data is available for the last three years, the participant  

 lessons of the previous year or the estimated participant les- 
 sons of the current year are used for the allocation to the certi- 
 fication procedure and are verified after one year.
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Sample calculation

Year/ 
category

a
Number of les-

sons of the con-
tact learning time 

per educational 
programme

b
Number of les-
sons of guid-
ed, assigned 

self-learning time 
(100%)

c
Number of les-
sons of includ-
ed individual 

self-learning time 
(at least 50%)

d
Number 

of participants 
per educational 

programme

Total participant 
lessons: Column 

(a+b+c)
x d per  

educational  
programme

Total participant 
lessons per  

year across all 
educational  
programmes

2018

Course A:           60
Course B:           90
TP** A:            1200
TP B:                 450

Course A:            20
Course B:            30
TB A:                 500
TP B:                  150

Course A: (90)   45
Course B: (50)   25
TB A:  (400)     200
TP B:  (300)      150

                            20
                            15
                            16
                            14

                       2 500
                       2 175
                     30 400
                     10 500

                      45 575

2019

Course A:           60
Course B:           90
Course C:            45
TP B:                 450

Course A:            20
Course B:            30
Course C:            10
TP B:                  150

Course A: (90)   45
Course B: (50)   25
Course C: (20)   10
TP B:  (300)      150

                            19
      14+12 (2 x gef.)
                            16
                            16

                       2 375
                       3 770
                       1 040
                     12 000

                      19 185

2020

Course A:           60
Course B:           90
Course C:           45
LG A:                1200
TP B:                450

Course A:            20
Course B:            30
Course C:            10
TB A:                 500
TP B:                 150

Course A: (90)   45
Course B: (50)   25
Course C: (20)   10
TB A:  (400)     200
TP B:  (300)      150

                            21
                            15
                            14
                            16
                            12

                        2 625
                        2 175
                          910
                     30 400
                       9000

                      45 110

Average participant lessons over the last three years:                                                                                                                                 36 623
This corresponds to procedure B

*  One lesson corresponds to one hour, i.e. 60 minutes including a 10-minute break.
** TP stands for training programme.

FOR CHAP TER 6    
EDUQUA QUALIT Y L ABEL  

6.1   USE

The use of the eduQua logo on documents such as diplomas, certifi-
cates, confirmations of participation or similar can lead to misunder-
standings regarding the scope of validity of the eduQua certification 
and is therefore not permitted.

It is possible to refer to the institution's eduQua certificate on these 
documents without using the eduQua logo. It must be clearly stated 
that it is the institution and not the individual educational programme 
that is certified. Continuing education and training providers are re-
quired to use the following text module: "Institution XY is eduQua 
certified".
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Appendix 

Templates and forms for eduQua

The templates and forms can be downloaded from the eduQua 
website.
– Template for self-evaluation
– Template for title page of eduQua documentation
– Template for analogous assessment of SVEB certificate as a  
 course instructor
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